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round finds expression in his correspondence. His letters to men
are few, and disappointingly concise and practical: with women,
whether' in conversation or on paper, he was always more at his
ea£e, and the correspondents to whom he wrote letters for the sake
of letter writing were invariably feminine. From Margot he was too
seldom separated after marriage to write to her regularly, and to
her, and to his children he disburdened himself in talk; but he
discovered a need for some receptive and sympathetic female
intelligence, outside the circle of his family, to which he could com-
municate as a matter of routine the spontaneous overflow of thought,
or humour, of fancy or of emotion. A whole succession of women
friends responded to this need—Venetia Stanley1 and latterly Mrs,
Harrisson may be cited as examples, and his letters2 to them furnish
some equivalent for the diaries which he had kept spasmodically in
the 1890's and discontinued later. The same hyperbolical language,
the same license of dispraise and more rarely of eulogy as have been
noticed above mingle in these communications with flights of play-
ful imagination and a mass of literary gossip.
He has been described by ill-informed people as an indolent man.
Only the extreme rapidity and ease with which his mind worked
can excuse such a misconception. His life, especially during the
nine years of his premiership, was one of intellectual exertion pro-
digious in its sustained severity, and its nature both explains and
justifies his determination that what little leisure it allowed should
be unmixed. In these short hours of distraction he could, and did»
throw aside the cares of State with an uncompromising gesture ;
cleaned his mental slate of politics, eschewed argument, avoided
serious topics, and declined in any shape or form to talk " shop/'
This was his instinctive method of recharging his batteries of vital
energy after the drain of the day's work. Accordingly those who
expected from him during this close season either weighty pro-
nouncements or conversational fireworks, often left him undazzted
and even unilluminated. " I must say," said Henry James afteir a
week-end with him at Walmer Castle, " the Prime Minister practises
a rigid intellectual economy." The novelist, whose own play of
mind was so unflagging, was perhaps unduly insistent in hift, demands
for continuous cerebration in others, but the lengths to which my
lather pushed his repugnance to mental exertion in certain moments
of his conversational leisure surprised less exigent observers.
 *	The Hon. Mrs, Edwin Montagu.
 *	The " a&des-m&maire " and " contemporary notes " quoted from some of his
published works consist largely of these and similar letters*

